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Replacing a DOU under a GTI Support 

Agreement or Exchange/Replacement scheme 

October 2018 GTI-TD-009-1018-GB 

Distribution Regions: All Regions Product Relevance: PC, EC 

For use by: Consultants, Distributors, Contractors and End Users. 

When replacing a DOU supplied under GTI Support, or the replacement/exchange scheme offered by 

Bailoy, the complete replacement DOU MUST be installed. Under no circumstances should any parts be 

swapped from the damaged DOU to the replacement DOU.   

This also includes the cabinet which has serial labels containing DOU information as well as important 

safety information specific to that DOU. If required, a new set of wall mount brackets have been 

supplied as the brackets on older DOU’s may not be suitable. 

When the damaged DOU has been replaced, you should re-connect the DOU to the computer using the 

existing cables and connectors as described in Product Manual GTI-PM-004 for GTI-PC or GTI-PM-012 

for GTI-EC.  

Depending on the reason for the replacing the DOU, it may be necessary to perform diagnostic or 

calibration checks once the replacement DOU has been installed. If you are unsure how to do this, 

contact your appointed contractor or Bailoy Support for assistance. 

Returning the damaged DOU  

1. Do not return the damaged DOU until the replacement has arrived as the packaging used 

to send the replacement must be used to return the damaged DOU 

2. All return shipping costs are the responsibility of the customer and the cheapest 

method of return shipping can be used.  

a. Bailoy can arrange for the return shipping on your behalf. Call for a quote  

3. It must be shipped back to Bailoy, using the packing box and foam inserts received with the 

replacement, within 2 weeks unless otherwise agreed. 

4. Return address labels will be sent with the replacement DOU.  If for any reason, you do 

not receive these, the address details below should be used. 

5. To avoid dispute, Bailoy recommend a tracked and insured method of shipping is used. 

6. To avoid damage during transit, ensure any loose items/components inside the DOU or 

package are secured or well wrapped. 

7. Unless asked to do so, DO NOT include any of the following items with the damaged DOU 

being returned. 

a. Software, Manuals, Cables, Adaptors or Mounting brackets. 



 

Q: How do I replace my DOU using GTI Support or the Exchange/Replacement Service?  

A: If you suspect your DOU needs to be replaced, contact Bailoy using the details on this bulletin 

or in your support agreement and quote your GTI System Support number. Once you have given 

us your site details and we have diagnosed the issue a replacement DOU will be authorised.  

Q: Who will install the replacement DOU 

A: Your appointed contractor or site AST should replace the DOU. Refer to Product Manual GTI-

PM-004 or GTI-PM-012 for installation instructions. We do offer an installation service, but this is 

chargeable and may take up to 10-15 working days during peak times. 

Q: How do I return the damaged DOU? 

A: You can use your own courier or call us to arrange collection for you. If we arrange collection, 

charges may apply. If using your own courier, we advise that you use a tracked method of 

shipping to avoid any disputes.  

Q: What do I send back when returning the damaged DOU?  

A: When sending back a damaged DOU, only send the DOU and no other parts such as cables, 

software or wall mount brackets. 

Q: What packing should I use to return the damaged DOU 

A: You MUST use the outer carton and foam inserts the replacement DOU was received in 

Q:  How do I contact you to arrange collection? 

A: You can contact us by giving us a call on 0044 (0) 208 897 0125 or you can email us at 

support@bailoy.com. For next day collection please ensure you contact us before 12pm. 

Q: What time will the DOU be collected 

A: We can’t give a specific collection time. The courier could arrive anytime between 8am and 

5pm. If they are unable to collect during these times and an alternative date has to be arranged, 

additional charges will apply 

Q: What if I don’t return the damaged DOU? 

A: The damaged DOU must be returned within 10 working days. If there are any problems 

returning the DOU in this timescale, you MUST contact Bailoy immediately to discuss alternatives. 

If no communication is received, the full DOU replacement cost as specified in our current price 

list will be invoiced.  
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